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AB ST RA CT
Aim & objective: To do a study of peak expiratory flow rate among masonry workers
Background: the study was designed to compare the peak expiratory flow rate among
masonry workers in Chennai. This study may also prevent the occupational hazards
Reasons: To prevent the occupational hazards and to take preventi
preventive measures like proper
ventilation as usage of mask in the work place
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INTRODUCTION
Construction industry is one of the stable growing industries
of the world and in India it is the largest economic activity
after agriculture. Construction workers are at a greater risk of
developing certain health disorders and sickness than workers
in many other industriees. Mesothelioma is another type of
cancer which is caused by inhalation of asbestos dust in work
places such as public building ship yards etc. These disease
are more prevalent among masonry workers. Silicosis is a
disease which is caused by the inhalation of silica particle
which is suspended in air. It is characterised by the shortness
of breath, cough, syonosis (bluish skin).
PEFR was pioneered by Martin wright in 1950, later it
wasdeveloped into mini wright flow meter. PEFR (Peak
Expiratory Flow Rate) used to measure
sure the maximum
expiration of human which helps to find out the capacity of
the lung. It is a small hand held device light weight, portable
and cost efficient. The peak expiratory rate will be high when
the person is exposed to any respiratory disease or asthma,
peak expiratory flow reading is recorded to find out the health
of the individual or the severity of asthma and to determine
the treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study period: The study period was on December 2017
Study design:
Place of study: Thee study was done with the masonry workers
in Chennai.
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The study was approved by the physiology department in
saveetha dental college.
Inclusion criteria









Age group 20 – 55
Both men and women were taken in this study.
Exclusion criteria:
People who had hypertension and diabetes where
excluded
People who was suffering with respiratory disease
was excluded from the study
Smokers and alcoholics
Pregnant women.
Any other medical anomalies

Technique to use wright expiratory flow meter





The person should stand erect
Place the meter between the teeth
Blow as fast as they can inside the meter.
Close the nose and blow inside the meter

DISCUSSION
The peak expiratory flow experiment is done among the
masonry workers to find out there expiratory rate. Similar
research says that once occupational asthma develops, the
asthma will be induced by many non
non-specific triggers
common to non-occupational
occupational asthma. The challenge is to
identify changes
ges in peak expiratory flow due to work among
other non-occupational
occupational causes. Standard statistical tests have
been found to be insensitive or non
non-specific, principally
because of the variable period for deterioration to occur after
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exposure, and the sometimes prolonged time for recovery to
occur, such that days away from work may initially have
lower measurements than days at work(1). According to the
study done in about PEFR in construction site workers it is
evident that the results of the present study showed a
significant decrease in the mean values andvalue of FVC,
FEVin construction workers and this impairment was
increased with duration of exposure to dust in construction
site. (2) In a study involving people who were exposed to
asbestos dust their peak flow was less in most of the men in
the more exposed group, indicating an increased upstream
resistance. This suggests that the changes responsible for the
increased elastic recoil had a peribronchiolar rather than an
alveolar location, . The changes in pulmonary mechanics were
considered to be early because they occurred in men who had
no radiographic evidence of disease or definitive changes in
other measurements of lung function (3) data was collected
from 387 (94.4%) workers. Most of them belonged to the
young age group (26.8 years). The prevalence of past
morbidity like tuberculosis (1%), malaria (13.7%) and
jaundice (10.6%), typhoid (3.4%) were higher than the
generalpopulation in both groups without any statistically
significant differences between them. Prevalence of injury
was higher among civil work group (17.2% and 6.6%)
Current fever, respiratory infection.,

CONCLUSION
The statistically analysed significant p value is 0.035 .This
study may used to know the hazards of exposure to asbestos
dust silica dust organic solvents etc this study may also
prevent the occupational hazardous disease by using the
preventive measures and decreased exposure work by shift
method, proper ventilation, using masks while working time
and routine physical examination for every one year.
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